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KURT FLASCH, Die geistige Mobilmachung: Die deutschen Intellektu -
ellen und der Erste Weltkrieg. Ein Versuch (Berlin: Alexander Fest Ver-
lag, 2000), 447 pp. ISBN 3 8286 0117 0. DM 68.00

Kurt Flasch is a philosopher and historian of medieval philosophy.
His volume on the mobilization of German intellectuals during the
First World War appears to represent a significant departure from a
distinguished corpus of scholarship that has featured studies of St
Augustine and Nicholas of Cusa. In fact, the new book grows out of
the author’s longstanding interest in the history of his own discipline.
Flasch’s analysis of ‘German intellectual work with the Great War’
(p. 9) is calculated to serve several functions. It is to redress, in the
first place, a ‘collective amnesia’ (p. 370), a general ignorance of the
place of this great catastrophe in the history of German academic phi-
losophy. In the second place, the book is to document the appalling
failure of German philosophy during the war, the discipline’s betray-
al of its own integrity and most cherished traditions at a critical his -
torical moment. The author’s hope is, he writes, to hone the disci -
pline’s understanding of itself by means of ‘concrete irritation’ (p.
11). In this sense, he surely succeeds. The product of his work is a
blistering, quirky, and altogether engaging series of reflections on
some of Germany’s greatest thinkers as they enthusiastically ration -
alized the slaughter.

The book entails a retreat from recent studies of the ‘ideas of 1914’,
which have focused on the reception of these ideas in several differ -
ent public fora. Flasch’s work resembles Klaus Schwabe’s more than
Jeffrey Verhey’s or Thomas Raithel’s. It begins with an examination
of the early paeans to the war that were trumpeted by Rudolf
Eucken, Ernst Troeltsch, and Friedrich Meinecke. Flasch portrays
these as canonical statements, which registered the principal motifs,
topoi, and intellectual fallacies that informed German philosophical
commentary on the war generally. Impassioned incantations to
German ‘Kultur’, ‘Innerlichkeit’, ‘Freiheit’, and ‘Geist’ signalled the
abandonment of critical reason, the flight into an intellectual and
moral realm where the ‘problem of understanding dissolved in the
immediate common experience’ (p. 22) of war. This problem Flasch
labels, in connection with Eucken’s speeches, ‘moralistic intentional -
ism’—the systematic repudiation of the other side’s moral legitima -
cy, the abandonment to base prejudice of all epistemological rigour,
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‘as if there had never been any philosophical difficulties in knowing
the intellectual processes of others’ (‘Erkenntnis des Fremdseeli -
schen’) (p. 22). In the end, despite all the erudition that embellished
it, the German philosophical analysis of the war thus distilled into a
learned rhapsody on Emanuel Geibel’s loathsome line, ‘Es mag am
deutschen Wesen einmal noch die Welt genesen’ (pp. 169-70).

The bulk of the volume extends the indictment to the work of other
German intellectuals, including Kurt Riezler, Rudolf Borchardt, and
above all Max Scheler, whom Flasch flays in a long portrait as ‘the
most consequential philosopher of the war’, whose argumentation
provided a method ‘that permitted him to evade broader objections of
ethics and fact’ (p. 128). The list of the figures whom Flasch selects for
review poses, however, one of the principal difficulties in the book.
The commentaries by German intellectuals on the First World War
constituted a ‘sea of texts’—over thirteen thousand by Flasch’s own
calculations (pp. 227-8). This proliferation makes the problem of selec-
tion acute. The author never resolves it, even in restricting his analy -
sis to figures who can be called, more or less loosely, ‘philosophers’.
The selection serves primarily to gauge his own interests and the
intensity of his distaste. The inclusion of Annette Kolb and the
Dadaist writer Hugo Ball makes for fascinating reading; but no less
than the exclusion of historians like Johannes Haller or Georg von
Below, who were as prominent (and arguably as philosophical) as
Meinecke in the propaganda of war, it invites the charge of caprice. A
section entitled ‘Adressaten’ purports to consider the broader reso -
nance of philosophical argumentation in favour of the war. It com -
prises, however, little more than another series of critical reflections
on individual thinkers, whom Flasch analyses here under the rubrics
of women, Catholics, and Jews. The chapter on women features a
sympathetic portrait of Kolb, who, perhaps because she lacked the
credentials of an academic philosopher, was largely immune to the
intellectual temptations of the males who possessed them. The chap -
ter on Jews provides Flasch with an opportunity to deal critically with
Gustav Landauer, Fritz Mauthner, and Georg Simmel, as well as with
the Marburg Neo-Kantians, Paul Natorp and particularly Hermann
Cohen, whose ‘contorted argumentation’ (p. 315) struggled to identi -
fy the Jewish sources of German Kultur.

Because it so betrays a sense of moral and professional offence,
Flasch’s impassioned criticism of his intellectual forebears is both
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relentless and itself weak in empathy for its objects. Nor does it do
justice to the evolution of attitudes over the course of the war. As a
result, it will doubtless irritate philosophers. Historians will raise
similar objections, for the volume makes little effort to frame moral
failure in specific institutional or cultural circumstances. For this rea -
son, and despite a brief coda that seeks to characterize Heidegger’s
Sein und Zeit as a meditation on the war, Flasch’s essay also fails in its
objective to situate the First World War in the broader history of the
German philosophical profession. Finally, as is clear in occasional
references in the book to attacks by French philosophers on the
‘Prussian’ Kant, the national mobilization of philosophy during the
Great War was not unique to Germany; and it would reward com -
parative analysis. These caveats notwithstanding, Flasch’s volume is
a compelling and fascinating document, a welcome reminder of the
power and responsibility that reside in articulate human thought.
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